
Weber Performer Deluxe Vs Premium 
One of the best ways to catch up with your friends and family is through parties. And what better way 

than to have a barbecue party? Barbecue parties are one of the most common types of parties in your 

background. It is engaging, fun, and delicious. The best thing about barbecue and grilling is that you can 

do it at home as well. If you are one to love grilling and barbecue then you need the perfect grill. Grilling 

cooks know the importance of getting one with ample features. The internet raves about Weber 

Performer Deluxe Vs Premium. These two grills are somewhat alike but they have their differences as 

well.   

Today, let us take a deeper look on these Weber grills. Both of these are charcoal for people who like 

the old-school smoky version of grilling. Check out this article that has all the details you need to get the 

grill out of both of these. Also, let us put to rest finally the debate on which one is better.  

Weber Industry History 
If anybody has even a remote interest in grilling, they know about Weber. If they do not know it, they 

have heard the name before. No matter which part of the world they are from, Weber is a company that 

is everywhere! However, reaching this global challenge was quite a journey.  

Weber was a company for metal works back in 1952. A worker there, George Stephen, came up with an 

idea one day. He wanted to make grilling a better and easier experience so he came up with the kettle 

grill. The original grill did not have legs or handles, but the model advanced. Soon the whole 

neighborhood wanted one for themselves. Stephen being a smart man pitched the idea to Weber.  

The idea caught on like wildfire. Stephen bought the department at Weber and continued with this 

product. The company came up with new ideas to make grilling easier and enjoyable.  

When it was time for sending out their first global consignment, it was a success. The rest is history with 

Weber success. Today, Weber is all about making barbecuing more advance and better. They have 

accessories, grills, and everything you can think of. Moreover, Weber products are for commercial and 

residential use, both!  

 Specialty 
The Weber performer Deluxe Vs Premium is the hot debate on the internet. They both look alike and 

they feel the same too. However, when you read the product review, you will find that they have major 

differences too.  

If we talk about commercial use then the Weber Performer Deluxe is your choice. The grill has an 

electric ignition and timer. All these qualities make room in a kitchen where grills need to be faster for 

customer service.  

The Weber Performer Premium is perfect for those at home. It helps you increase the cooking surface 

area and make it stand out. The features are simple and they help make everyday life easier. For 

example, the weatherproof storage bin. It is perfect to store your grill in the garage without worrying 

about ruining the coal.  

 



Product Reviews 
1. Weber 15501001 Performer Deluxe Charcoal Grill 

The Weber Performer Deluxe Charcoal is a one of a kind charcoal grill. The best thing about this is that it 

uses the traditional kettle grill but the add-ons make it advance. This grill is perfect for people that like 

to entertain many people at once. This grill is also perfect for small home businesses.  

Let us look at some of the features there are… 

One of the best things that this charcoal grill has is the body. The body comes in three different colors. 

The colors may not have important for some. However, some people find it important to match the grill 

with their ambience. This grill finds its place into any patio for Sunday morning grills or in your backyard 

for parties.  

 You can move it around easily with the wheels in the bottom. There are four wheels with four legs. Two 

of them are bigger and the other two are smaller. These wheels help in moving the trolley around easily. 

The different sizes help keep the grill stable when it is in use. 

This is just the beginning… 

There is so much more in this charcoal grill. The ignition is electric to give a kick-start to the charcoal fire. 

The ignition needs a propane gas backup to give it the fire. However, once it starts, the burner is the 

charcoal. You can control the charcoal heat through the vent holes on the top. There are three simple 

hole with covers on them. Uncover all of them for the highest flame. If you want to put out the flames, 

just cover all the ventilation holes to cut down the oxygen.  

Let us talk about the main grill… 

The cooking space on this is about 22 inches. You can put the charcoal on the grates as well for direct 

cooking. The body of the bowl has a porcelain coating for durability. This coating is on an aluminum steel 

material. Overall, the body is easy to clean and maintain.  

Below the bowl, there is an ash catcher. This space collects the extra ash. You can simple twist and 

remove the ash-catcher and clean the bowl without any hassles.  

There are plenty of add-ons too!  

To make this grill more modern, it comes with plenty of add-ons. One of them is the side table for 

working. You can keep all the essentials like plates and bowls on it. Another great feature is the charcoal 

storage. You do not have to worry about carrying bags of charcoal with the charcoal bin inbuilt on this 

grill. You will also find a temperature gauge on the lid of this grill.  

Finally, an LCD timer is removable. You can set this timer to remind you to check on food.  

Overall, this grill has everything you want. It is literally traditional meets modern.  

Pros: 

- Easy to clean body.  

- 22-inch direct heat resistant grates.  

- No-touch ash catcher.  

amazon.com/dp/B00MKB5V1A


- Side table to work.  

- Charcoal carrying bin.  

- Electric ignition. 

- Wheel for portability.  

- Vent holes. 

Cons: 

- Wheels do not have brakes.  

- Grates cannot adjust to height.  

 

2. Weber 15401001 Performer Premium Charcoal Grill 

The Weber performer premium charcoal is another amazing grill by Weber. This Grill has plenty of 

different and similar features as the last one. If you have a house that needs a grill, then this is for you. It 

has a standard size with many different add-ons to make it standout and functional.  

Let us look at what this grill has to offer.  

The body of this is simple and aesthetically pleasing. The pitch black and matte silver come together to 

create the perfect grill for any ambience. You will find it to fit anywhere and everywhere.  

To help you move it around there are four wheels. The two in the front are larger than the ones in the 

back. This helps easier moving around no matter what the terrain. At 91 pounds, it does not stand too 

heavy for grills.  

What about the cooking spaces?  

When we come to cooking space, we see a touch of traditional. The original weber kettle grill is the 

space on this grill. The cooking space is about 22 inches in size. However, it has many secret features 

hidden. There is a circular insert in these grates to increase the surface area. You can add many different 

inserts that are available separately. These grates also have hinges to lift while you cook to add or 

remove the charcoals.  

Speaking of the charcoals, let us talk about it… 

Even though charcoal is a great fuel of grilling, it leaves behind messes sometimes. For that, this grill has 

several features. The first is the ash-catcher. This ash catcher collects the ashes of the charcoal. You can 

empty it with a twist and release option.  

The grill trolley also has a large charcoal bin. You no longer have to find storage spaces for bags of 

charcoal. You can take it with the grill. This space is also weatherproof to keep them safe for long times.  

Controlling heat with charcoal is tricky. To help with that, there are four vent holes on the lid of this grill. 

The more you close, the less intense the fire. Closing all of them shuts down the whole thing.  

To help you regulate the temperature, there is a temperature gauge on the lid of this grill as well. For 

additional help, this grill comes with an LCD cooking timer. This timer is removable from the body.  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00N634UJK


Speaking of the body… 

One of the best thing is the maintenance of this grill. The stainless steel with the porcelain coating 

allows this grill to last longer. The coating also protects the grill from rust or peel of the color.  

For the cherry on top, you have a side plate to work on. Additionally, you have hooks to hang your 

utensils. You also have storage shelf in the bottom. 

Pros: 

- Multi-functional grates.  

- Side table and hooks.  

- Porcelain coating on the bowl.  

- Weatherproof charcoal grill.  

- Vents to manage heat.  

- LCD cooking timer.  

- Temperature gauge.  

Cons: 

- No electric ignition.  

- Does not come in different colors.  

Comparison table: 
Product Cooking Surface  Ignition Charcoal Bin Heat setting 

Weber 15501001 
Performer Deluxe 
Charcoal Grill 

22 inches 
diameter 

Electric Yes  3 vent holes 

Weber 15401001 
Performer 
Premium 
Charcoal Grill 

22 inches in 
diameter + 
additional space 

None Yes, weatherproof 4 vent holes  

 

Conclusion  
The Weber performer Vs Premium is one of the hottest debates in the market. After testing both out, it 

is evident why both parties like to stand their ground. However, with our thorough research and expert 

opinions we think we have a winner.  

For us the winner is the Weber Performer Premium. The reason is that this device is simple and a blend 

of traditional and modern. It gives you so much area in just 22 inches of cooking diameter. The 

inventiveness in the design makes you want to purchase it immediately.  

Both of these are great, do not get us wrong! Nevertheless, features in the deluxe are not nearly as good 

as the ones in the premium. The charcoal bin is a mutual feature. However, you can see that in the 

deluxe it is not weatherproof. 

 Do you agree with our winner? Which one do you think stands out? What features do you think are the 

most important in a grill? 
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